
West Coast LEAF Family Law Project Scenarios are based on true stories – the real, lived experiences of
women navigating BC’s Family Law justice system. This story has happened and is happening to a woman
in BC.

During the
proceedings the
judge faulted B
for not attaching

the previous
visitation orders
to her affidavit.
Without legal

advice, B had no
way to know that

this was
necessary.

B attempted to get legal
aid and was denied. She

also sought legal
assistance from a

number of community
organizations and

contacted her MLA for
assistance. B received

no help.

Case Scenario #11
B’s Experience with the Family Law System

B and her ex (J) met in 1994. B was living in Canada and J
the United States. B has two children, one from a previous
marriage and one with J. Both children have always lived with
her and not J. He was physically abusive toward B both before
and during their marriage.

The couple was married in 1997 but they never cohabited as J
would not sponsor B or her children to immigrate to the U.S..

During the marriage J would visit every 6-8 weeks. He paid
child support to B, but the couple never shared a bank account
and had no jointly owned assets.

In 1997 the couple filed for custody and access arrangements in the B.C. provincial court. B
was granted sole custody and J was granted supervised monthly access in Canada. In 2002
when B refused to have sexual intercourse with J, he became violent in front of the children and
caused extensive damage to her property. He was charged criminally and given probation as a
result. In 2003 the couple was divorced in the United States. B would have sought an
annulment instead of a divorce, if she had been in possession of the resources to do so.

In 2004 when J’s probation expired B contacted him to ask when he would like access visits
with his son. B attended court regarding their custody arrangement. The court ordered that J
could have supervised access in B.C. every two weeks.

In 2004 J retained a lawyer and asked the court to alter the access
arrangements so that he could take his son to the U.S. for visits. B was
concerned about J kidnapping the child, which he had threatened to do
during their marriage. She attempted to get legal aid and was denied.
She also sought legal assistance from a number of community
organizations but none were able to help. B even contacted her MLA for
assistance.

During the proceedings the judge faulted B for not attaching the previous
visitation orders to her affidavit. Because she had no legal representation
or advice, B did not know that she should have attached them. B raised
concerns about J kidnapping the child, and cited a report that indicated
that a custody order in Canada could not be enforced in the U.S. B told
the court she was afraid that if J took the child to the U.S. she might never
be able to get him back.

The judge said that the report was irrelevant and changed the access arrangement to allow for
visits to the U.S. B wants to appeal this decision. She was told that she could only appeal on an
“error of law”. She does not understand what this means and feels she needs legal
representation. B recently applied for legal aid again, citing her abduction concerns in order to
emphasize the gravity of her situation, but she was again denied.
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